High standard streaming, webinars or Hybrid events in our hotel.
We can offer you the streaming solution you need with our partner
Heuvelman Sound & Vision.

Professional support for the hotel industry
Heuvelman Sound & Vision is a well-known service provider within the (international) hotel industry.
Specialised in audio-visual rental solutions for events, congresses and meetings as well as permanent
installation work.
As a total solutions partner Heuvelmans key goal is to unburden you when organizing your event. They
provide tailor-made solutions and offer the required help with organizing events from professional
streaming solutions to extensive hybrid event platforms and everything in between.

Your webinar within a beautiful environment
Would you like to organize an interactive or collaborative event that demands active engagement,
interaction or participation between the presenter and attendees? Then a webinar is the perfect
solution. There are many options for communication between a presenter and their viewers like chat,
polls and Q&A.
Together with Heuvelman we offer all facilities to make your event to a succes: from the necessary
technology to our beautiful rooms that provide the right background. Would you like multiple rooms
to be connected to accommodate a larger group of guests within the 1,5 meter guideline? Heuvelman
will make sure sound, video and even computer screens can be shared between the attendees in the
different rooms.
Examples are seminars, leadership talks, and motivational speech events.
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webinar environment

Streaming your onsite meeting, product
launch, corporate presentation or conference

Hybrid digital event | we connect your onsite
event in our hotel with the digital world

Are you looking for a location to organize and
broadcast your onsite meeting, product launch
or corporate presentation than a one “stream”
multicast to many, is the way to go. With the
purpose to educate and deliver information to a
large group of invited online attendees the live
broadcast lets attendees hear and see everything
that happens onsite.

Thanks to the latest software developments
you can now combine a “live” in-person event
with a “virtual” online platform. This allows
you to have larger groups to attend your
event and extensive extra possibilities such
as intelligent emails, invites and reminders,
attendee registration, analytics, data exports &
integrations, personal time schedules and more,
all in a flexible and customizable multilingual
platform for the best user experience.

Go global with online video meetings
Are you in need of a meeting that involves real
participation from multiple sites, maybe even
from around the world? A video meeting is a
real-time virtual event that features audio & video
broadcast, screen sharing and allows for group
discussions. Every participant is a presenter, and
every presenter is a participant.
Professional cameras and studio lighting within
our hotels beautiful backdrop will provide you
with the perfect environment for a video meetings
without you worrying about the technique.
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How this works? Heuvelman will connect the
onsite event with an online platform where
attendees can experience your event in an
interactive way. From a plenary session with
company presentations, keynote speakers and
entertainment, to breakout sessions, interactive
table seating solutions and networking &
matchmakings tools.

Do you want to be inspired?
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Prices | Indication
Every event is different. In order to give you a price indication we have created 4 AV packages. Please
note that the prices are excluding meeting room rental/ hotel packages.
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